



	

	
		
			Trilema

			Evil broadly consists of people who
aren't very good and don't want to get any better.





			

		

		

		


	
			
				MPEx (S.MPOE) July 2014 Statement

				
					August 03, 2014 | Author: Mircea Popescu					
				

				
					Revenue : 729.85104112 BTC, of which :

	Revenue from sales fee : 19.85104112 BTCi
	Revenue from new accounts : 710 BTC 


Expenditure : 60.55932217 BTC, of which :

	Advertising, 0.2 BTCii
	Tech, 59.10932217iii BTC


Profit  : 669.29171895 BTC



Miscellaneous


The major news item for the period would of course be the downtime around June 10th. There's little more to add, other than continued comittment that MPEx will endure. 

F.DERP is still "coming soon", will be listed in August. A large number of other derps added, but the demand seems to be pretty much zilch. This is quite in line with the Ethereum situation : the people pumping it are claiming investment in excess of ten thousand Bitcoin, yet inexplicably not a single one of those "investors" has preferred buying 5k Ethereum coins from me, deliverable in nine months, rather than 2k or fewer Ethereum coins from the "developers", deliverable.. in nine months. Similarly, for all the millions "investors" have supposedly "invested" in all sorts of in-name-only "Bitcoin businesses", nobody is interested in hedging for a very moderate cost. The only credible construction on these facts is that everyone involved is lying : no such investment ever happened, but the perceived value of the impression that there was investment seems to - in the view of the very dubious characters involved - exceed the perceived loss from being proven to have lied publicly. This would broadly be true, given that most of them are US citizens.

We will also be listing Bitcoin's definitive advertising network during August.

———	Total trade : 9`925.52056492 BTC, mostly due to downtime. [↩]
	This is still the spots we're buying on BitBet. [↩]
	A portion of 34.23099923 BTC thereof represents one-off costs related to MPEx infrastructure migration. The remaining 24.87832294 BTC will be a recurring fee to maintain the hardware. Further one-off expenditure may be incurred as needed, we're by now running a rather complex setup including numerous servers and that simply means one can not ever have any peace. [↩]

				

				

				
					Category : MPEx
										 | Silence so far.
				

				

			


				
			
		


	


        

        
                

Recent Comments

      	Mircea Popescu It's baaaaack!!!
	Mircea Popescu Well, it's a both-ways tower defense, you build the pathway and the op...
	Diana Coman  the game went offline (it does that after five or so minutes of inactivity...
	Mircea Popescu Ahahaha. If we met back when I was still in that line I'd have totally...
	pletzalcoatl You were thinking a pallid Danny DeVito in a purple crushed velvet suit...
	Mircea Popescu You're not fooling anyone, you know.
	Tyrone White What's up to all
	Mircea Popescu &updated.
	Mircea Popescu PS. s/undertaker/liquidator/ on re-read. Nfi what I was thinking.
	Mircea Popescu Meh. More nudes less obscure software packages, I don't watsup or w/e.
	Mircea Popescu Obscure TV actor, plenty of those. (I didn't, for instance, review the...
	CarpraC Since this post brought up ancient actors, their experience and quality, what...
	temptease call me whatsapp +79910404425
	Mircea Popescu Heh. Never heard of it. (I however have heard of that kinda posturing,...
	Anon I don't know, some kind of "help you with your finances" scam/online...
	Mircea Popescu No fucking idea, what is it ?
	Anon In the same line, what is Intuit?
	Mircea Popescu Heh. Nothing lasts forever, and the "independent woman" least of all.
	Mircea Popescu Wtf is this inane nonsense! Oh, I get it, artificially interesting...
	lexy229 > how exactly did you figure out what to do to have your avatar show up by...
	anon Have a laugh Description Planet Earth's most widely read blog.... Read More Tim...
	Mircea Popescu Heh, the yearly problems of last year's. What a life.
	Mircea Popescu Really, it's top100-ish pretty much everywhere.
	anon #117 in Russia too.
	Joshue Meanwhile when it comes to being famous in Gibraltar...


   

        


        

                
                	Recent Articles
	N & I (meaning H) went to M and...
	Royal Revolt II complete strategy guide, also by very far the best on the Internet.
	L'altra metà del cielo
	Hoe Jokes
	The Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz
	Moe Jokes
	Joe Jokes
	Carried Away
	The value of subhuman life, and other non-themes of scummy preoccupation
	Have you ever read Les Liaisons dangereuses ?
	Royal Revolt II Kicks Ass!
	On being female, and being a woman.
	Il gatto mammone
	Hey bitches! Smell my armpits!
	Shield for murder
	Moral myopia
	Amarcord
	La minorenne
	The deplorable generation
	BREAKING : USG President-Belect Pidden Announces Plans To Sign Epochal Factaltering Change Footnote Executive History!
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Trilema is. Everything else's just hearsay. 



	





	
